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 System: 3 GB RAM, 32 GB ROM. PROS: Support fingerprint scanning. Good-looking design. Easy access to all functions. Screen of sufficient size. Cons: Could do with a faster processor. Its battery performance is not so great. CONS: Inconsistent performance, some applications behave as laggy. Sound is not so great. Frequent hang ups. Loud sound. Aptly called “phantom vibrator”, most of its
sounds do not come from it. Read also: Reviews of Wiko Harry2 (W-V600): Tolerably good specs for the price. But the experience is not so great. Camera quality is not the best. Wako Harry2 is designed for people who want a smartphone with the size of a large music player. However, the phone has no smart functionality and in this respect is not that smart. It is based on Android 8.1 and equipped

with a MediaTek processor. 4.5 out of 5 stars from 16,339 ratings 5 stars from 16,339 ratings 4 stars from 1,485 ratings 3 stars from 895 ratings 2 stars from 724 ratings 1 star from 415 ratings Average rating is 4.2 Does the smartphone suit your needs? Take our cost-free phone quiz! Thanks to the great price, the smartphone Harry2 does not only suit your needs but also is really a bargain. Wako
Harry2 is a medium-size smartphone that is a good example of a budget smartphone in the price class of 1500 – 2000 dollars. It is constructed with a plastic casing and is equipped with a MediaTek processor with 3 GB RAM and 32 GB ROM. The display is a 6-inch screen with HD resolution of 1,280 × 720 pixels. In this respect, Harry2 is designed for people who have both eyes on a smartphone.

The real deal in this price category, the smartphone has no smart functionality at all, apart from the fingerprint scanner and the option to store contacts in its memory. Its sound is not so great, so be prepared to look for a music player of better quality. But a smartphone with excellent display quality and a great processor is not that bad. The cameras are not great, but for the price, this camera is not too
bad. The phone comes with a generous 3000 82157476af
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